REFILLABLE SYSTEMS

LOW PRESSURE POLYURETHANE FOAM ADHESIVES FOR LOW SLOPE COMMERCIAL ROOFING
AVAILABLE FOR POLYSET CR-20 AND POLYSET BOARD-MAX ROOFING ADHESIVES

CONTRACTORS NEEDS IN MIND when designing the larger, refillable system

LOWER APPLIED COST per square foot

HIGH RATE OF COVERAGE vs. disposable kits

SAVING LANDFILL SPACE with the refill process

MINIMAL equipment investment

NO EXPENSIVE DISPENSING equipment - disposable gun hose assembly and nozzles

NO POWER required, allowing for easy transportation

COLORWISE® TEMPERATURE WARNING NOZZLES show the chemical is being applied at the proper temperature

OPTIONAL CART for easy transportation on the job-site

HEAVY DUTY and powder-coated to withstand the toughest environments

1,200 LBS. load capacity

SAFELY MOVE AND STOP with the braking system and additional wheels for ease of mobility on the rooftop

COMMITTED TO SUSTAINABILITY
The depleted cylinders are shipped back to ICP, cleaned, refilled and redistributed. This recycling program eliminates landfill waste and reduces materials and energy used in the production of new cylinder systems.
The patented Handi-Gun dispensing provides speed and simplicity to the application of Polyset Roofing Adhesives.

Nozzle changes from clear to blue, indicating the chemical has reached a cold temperature, below 60°F (18°C), and the adhesive should not be dispensed until chemical is back to recommended temperatures*.

*See TDS for product specific temperature recommendations.